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RATHOD

Founder and Director

In 2020, OSCAR Foundation
entered its 10th year.
Since its inception in
2010, there have been
so many memorable
moments. Our work has
been acknowledged all
around the world. Honestly,
I never thought OSCAR
would grow to be what
it is today. We recently
opened our first GA pitch
(thanks to the amazing
streetfootballworld and
Generation Amazing) for
beneficiaries and school
children in Cuffe Parade,
our main intervention
area. With this pitch, we
have taken a massive
step in improving our
infrastructure and
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capabilities. Another
highlight of 2020 was
the signing of a long
term partnership with
Manchester City FC. We will
have the honour of working
with them across all our
programmes for the next
3 years. Our talented girls
team won the Dana Cup
tournament in Denmark,
a remarkable feat for girls
from underprivileged
communities. Many
children in India do not
have the license to dream.
Through OSCAR, we hope
to give children
opportunities and a
platform to succeed.

Foreword

ASHOK

2020 has taught me
never to take our success
for granted. The global
pandemic caused by the
spread of COVID-19 has
had an adverse impact
on our beneficiaries and
their families. Jobs have
been lost, schools have
been closed and our core
programmes have come
to a stand still. Having
spent most of my life in a
low-income community,
I know life is tough and it
always will be. But I have
never seen so much
suffering. Our team has
done a phenomenal job by
adapting the organisation
to distribute food aid and
essential supplies to 2500
families. While we end the
financial year in the midst of
a global health emergency, I
am confident that with your
support, we will emerge
out of this phase stronger.
Thank you to my OSCAR
family around the world and
I hope you enjoy reading
this report.

Over the
years,
we have
achieved so
much and it
wouldn’t be
possible
without the
support
of our
well-wishers
and donors.

ASHOK RATHOD
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WHO WE ARE
About OSCAR

Rabodi, Thane

ORGANISATION FOR SOCIAL CHANGE, AWARENESS
AND RESPONSIBILITY (OSCAR) is a football for
development non-profit dedicated to empowering
children and youth in low-income communities in
India. OSCAR currently reaches out to 3000
beneficiaries across its football, education and
young leader programmes.

Goregaon
Ghansoli

Jogeshwari

Saki Naka

Marol Naka

Bandra

Chembur

Mahim

Cotton Green

Mahalaxmi

Byculla
Fort

A world where all
children and youth
have an equal
We use the power of
opportunity to
football and a network of
succeed
Young Leaders to develop life-

MISSION

skills and improve educational
attainment for children from
underprivileged
communities in India

Mazagon

Cuffe Parade

OSCAR
IN MUMBAI
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VISION

Powai

DN Nagar

EDUCATION WITH A KICK
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OSCAR AND UNSDG

ES

FOOTBALL
PROGRAMME

OSCAR Foundation reviews and
reflects on its programmes to
provide maximum benefits to its
beneficiaries. We have designed
our programmes to adhere
to the highest international
standards.
All OSCAR Foundation programmes are
carefully designed to align with the
United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG). Our work
aligns with goals 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10.

33. The World Health Organisation
(WHO) recognises physical inactivity
as the fourth leading risk factor for
global mortality. Through our football
and life-skills sessions, we provide
an opportunity for 2466 children to
participate in sport regularly.

44. OSCAR Foundation has operated

centres dedicated to informal
education, early learning and digital
literacy in 2019-20. With nearly 500
beneficiaries, we help reduce school
dropout rates and help children
develop an interest in learning. Our on
field life-skills sessions help impart
socio-emotional learning,
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55. OSCAR Foundation incorporates

gender equity into all its programmes
with the ultimate goal of achieving
gender equality. Over 900 girls were
enrolled into OSCAR programmes
for 2019-20. We also conducted a
‘Gender Equality’ workshop for our
staff. Detailed information on the same
is highlighted under the ‘Kick Like A Girl’
section of the report.

88. Over 40% of our staff are OSCAR
beneficiaries belonging to low-income
communities that OSCAR Foundation
operates in. Through capacity-building
efforts ranging from digital courses
to coaching certifications, we help
create an environment where people
with little or no resources can succeed
in a professional setting. Through
our partners, we also help place our
Young Leaders into internships and
permanent employment.

10 OSCAR strongly believes that no

child must be discriminated upon.
With this in mind, we started ‘Enabling
Change’, our disability inclusion project
that provides football coaching for
children with disabilities in a safe
environment. Our programmes work
with children irrespective of their
gender, religion, caste and race.

OSCAR Foundation believes
the core values inherent
in football are principles
necessary for community
development. Our Football
Programme is at the heart
of our intervention in lowincome communities. Based
on our ‘No School. No Football’
policy, OSCAR Foundation
provides football and life-skills
sessions to children from
underprivileged backgrounds
on the condition that they
attend school regularly.
Football serves as an incentive
to keep children in school while
life-skills are integrated into our
curriculum to help promote
holistic learning and
development.
Through our coaches and
a network of OSCAR Young
Leaders, we reach out to 25 low
income communities across
6 cities impacting the lives of

nearly 2500 children. Weekly
football sessions help our
children develop their football
skills and enable our trainers
to teach key life-skills including
leadership, conflict resolution
and teamwork whilst raising
awareness on pertinent social
issues including child marriage,
health and hygiene practices
and gender discrimination.
Through the Football
Programme, we provide a
safe space for children to
participate and learn in an
inclusive and fun environment.

QUICK STATS

2466

beneficiaries

595

girls enrolled

3000

sessions conducted
9

Our Programmes

ENABLING CHANGE
‘Enabling Change’ is our

disability inclusion project
aimed at helping children
with disabilities participate in
football and life-skills sessions
in a safe environment. OSCAR
Foundation coaches and
young leaders visit 3 schools
in Mumbai to deliver specially
designed activities and football
sessions to children keeping in
mind their specific disabilities.
With the help of special
equipment, sign language
and creativity, we help solve
challenges that may arise due
to communication and
infrastructure.
‘Enabling Change’ has received
overwhelmingly positive
feedback from parents,
teachers and children. This
project also has a gender
ratio of nearly 40% which is
especially encouraging
considering girls with
10

O-SSE ELITE FOOTBALL PROJECT
disabilities are at greater
risk of being marginalised in
society. We organised a ‘Play
for Inclusion’ football festival
on World Peace Day where
children with disabilities
and non-disabled children
participated in activities
together. The coaches and
young leaders assigned to this
project were trained in 2018
by Everton in the Community,
Everton FC’s award-winning
charity and were further
upskilled at the Manchester
City Young Leader training
conducted at the start of 2020.

QUICK STATS

118

beneficiaries

3

locations

43

sessions delivered

The OSCAR SSE Elite
Football Project is a unique
project that aims to give
talented young football players
in Mumbai an opportunity to
compete in All India Football
Federation’s (AIFF) youth
leagues. Through this project,
children from our football
programme and beyond are
scouted irrespective of their
socio-economic status and are
given an opportunity to play
football at a higher level.
The project is delivered in
partnership with Soccer
Schools of Excellence (SSE), an
established football academy
in Mumbai and has received
a 2-star rating from the AIFF.
In addition to elite football
training, the project also
focuses on nutrition, strength
and conditioning, education
and character development,
thereby addressing the holistic

needs of a professional
football player. 125 out of 450
applicants were selected by
our coaches through open
trials to fill spots in our U-13,
U-15, U-18 and senior teams.
A crowning achievement for
the OSCAR SSE Elite Football
Project was the qualification of
our U-13 team for the national
championship of the AIFF
i-league. Through this project,
we hope to nurture India’s next
generation of footballers.

QUICK STATS

125

budding footballers

4

professional teams

5

step holistic approach
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Our Programmes

YOUNG
LEADERS
PROGRAMME

KICK LIKE A GIRL
Our ‘Kick Like A Girl’ project
advocates for gender equity
in polarised low income
communities that are resistant
to change. Through workshops
and training that incorporates
football, we encourage girls to
challenge the preconceived
roles of women in society and
educate them about their
capabilities and freedoms.
We also organise staff training
sessions to sensitise everyone
towards the wide range of
problems faced by women
today and educate them on
crucial topics including family
planning and gender roles.
Under the Kick Like A Girl
initiative, we launched the
‘SHOR’ (Voice) project
that provides ‘Very Young
Adolescents’ (VYAs) with
education in gender based lifeskills. We urge our participants
to explore their identities and
12

help address self-esteem
issues that are deeply rooted in
patriarchal systems and lack of
opportunities.
Our Kick Like A Girl initiative has
also seen great successes on
the football field with our girls
team touring the UK, winning
the prestigious DANA Cup in
Denmark and qualifying for
the Mumbai District Football
Association league. These
achievements help create
role models for younger
beneficiaries and improve our
chances of accomplishing
generational change.

QUICK STATS

90
VYAs

10

social topics addressed

15
facilitators trained

The Young Leaders
Programme is a key ‘football
for development’ initiative
that is the foundation for
the sustainability of our
organisation. Youth from lowincome communities including
previous OSCAR beneficiaries
are identified and trained to
work with children. This is done
by conducting training courses
throughout the year that
help our youth develop their
communication and leadership
skills and design activities that
can be used to impart life-skills
among children.
Young Leaders are then
encouraged to work with
children in their communities
thereby increasing the scope
and reach of OSCAR Foundation.
Over the years, we have
developed the Young Leader
curriculum to help our leaders
reach out to marginalised

groups including children with
disabilities. During the COVID-19
pandemic, our Young Leaders
have played a crucial role in
helping the organisation adapt
and provide food relief to
thousands of families.
OSCAR Foundation also helps
develop the employability of
Young Leaders by conducting
workshops, organising
exposure visits and providing
opportunities for internships
and work experience.

QUICK STATS

80

young leaders trained

28

girls trained

5

trainings conducted
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Our Programmes

EDUCATION
PROGRAMME

COMPOSING FUTURES
OSCAR Foundation offers
interventions in early childhood
education and digital education.
Through the early learning
centre, we address all aspects of
early childhood development. As
a number of beneficiaries belong
to families that have not been
formally educated, we counsel
parents on the importance of a
good education. Our curriculum
is designed to prepare our
beneficiaries for high school and
helps enhance fine motor and
social skills.
Given the importance of digital
literacy and the application
of computers in daily life, we
believe digital education is an
important aspect of a child’s
all round development. OSCAR
conducts basic and advanced
courses which introduce our
beneficiaries to computers
and the internet and teach
them to operate essential
14

softwares including MS-Office.
Our advanced courses are
supported by NIIT, a company
that specializes in digital learning
management.
We also provide scholarships
to students with financial
difficulties who are unable to
afford educational supplies
or pay their school fees. Our
learning facilitators help enrol
such students into school.

QUICK STATS

473

beneficiaries

172

children enrolled for
digital education

66

children enrolled in
early learning centre

‘Composing Futures :
Music for Good’ is a project
by Community Organized
Relief Effort (CORE), Music
Heals International (MHI) and
OSCAR Foundation that uses
music as a tool to bring about
positive change in the lives of
children. Musical instruments
including drum sets, guitars and
keyboards were donated to two
government schools in Mumbai.
This was followed by specialised
training for school teachers by
expert musician Emmanuel
Piervil and facilitator Jean Marc
Didis from CORE.
The teachers were taught how
to play musical instruments and
were trained in implementing a
curriculum designed at making
music fun and accessible for
children. With the help of
local musicians, the teachers will
conduct regular music sessions
for over 60 children throughout

2020. The children will also
perform a mini-concert to
celebrate the success of this
initiative. OSCAR Foundation
would like to thank Colaba
Municipal Secondary School
and Kannada Bhavan Education
Society for partnering with us
and Generation Amazing for
connecting us with CORE.

QUICK STATS

62

beneficiaries

30

instruments

11

facilitators
15

GA PITCH INAUGURATION
One of the biggest highlights of
this year was the inauguration
of our GA football pitch funded
by Generation Amazing, the
legacy programme of the FIFA
World Cup Qatar 2022. In 2018,
we were proud to welcome
Barcelona and Spain legend Xavi
Hernandes to lay the foundation
stone for the GA pitch.
In addition to supporting
OSCAR beneficiaries, the GA
pitch, located at Cuffe Parade,
Mumbai is also used by students
of 4 schools in the locality. In a
city with a severe shortage of
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open spaces, it is a privilege for
us to provide a safe space for
our children to participate in
football for good sessions. We
have received an overwhelming
response from parents,
especially those of girls, who
always wished for a safe space
to send their children.
The GA pitch is OSCAR’s first
step in its goal to develop
quality infrastructure for
our beneficiaries. We thank
Generation Amazing and
streetfootballworld for their
unwavering support.
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MANCHESTER CITY YOUNG LEADER TRAINING
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Young Leaders learnt about
various topics including
leadership, assessment,
social impact, adaptability,
safeguarding, session delivery,
disability coaching and more.
The training culminated with a
football festival organised by
Young Leaders to implement
their learnings on the ground.
Earlier, in 2019, Manchester City
legend Micah Richards visited
OSCAR Foundation as part of
the Premier League trophy tour.

Common Goal, founded
by Manchester United
superstar Juan Mata and
streetfootballworld CEO Jürgen
Griesbeck is a unique initiative
that encourages stakeholders
in the world of football to
pledge 1% of their earnings to
charitable causes. Common
Goal has supported OSCAR’s
programmes since 2017.
In 2019-20, Common Goal
supported OSCAR’s ‘Kick Like
A Girl’ project, an initiative
that advocates for gender
equity in polarised low income
communities. Through Common
Goal’s support, OSCAR has

delivered quality programmes
which have enabled our
beneficiaries to develop
into confident, capable and
independent young leaders.

Project Updates

In 2020, we signed a long-term
partnership with Manchester
City Football Club to support our
programmes in India for 3 years.
We are honoured to have one of
the biggest football clubs in the
world collaborating with us. Our
partnership began with a state
of the art Young Leader training
held in February, 2020. Expert
coaches Peter Bradshaw and
Matt Mason from Manchester
City delivered insightful football
and life-skills sessions to our
budding Young Leaders. Our

GENDER EQUITY, A COMMON GOAL

Special thank you to our
Common Goal members
Andreas Gülstorff Pedersen,
Christie Murray, Christoffer
Børresen Palm, Joachim
Rothmann, Johan Meyer,
Kaare Brøckner Barslund, Line
Røddik Hansen, Magnus Kofod
Andersen, Mathias Rasmussen,
Noah Crone Back, Oliver Marc
Rose-Villadsen, Charlie Daniels
and Marco Micaletto who have
supported OSCAR.
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OSCAR

2500

FAMILIES
SUPPORTED

Thane
14 families

Powai
37 families

Chembur
25 families

Dharavi
21 families
Grant Road
128 families
Charni Road
200 families
Colaba
100 families

In 2020, the world is facing an
unprecedented global health
emergency. The COVID-19
pandemic has caused
immense suffering with far
reaching consequences
beyond public health and well
being. In OSCAR’s intervention
areas, a majority of the
populace are dependent
on daily wage labour to earn
a living. When the national
lockdown was implemented on
the 25th of March, thousands
lost their jobs overnight.
OSCAR’s staff and young
leaders adapted and mobilised
resources to provide food
relief to 2500 families across
Mumbai, Thane and Yadgir,
Karnataka. Each food packet

contained essentials including
rice, wheat, oil, sugar, salt and
pulses. OSCAR also supplied a
number of miscellaneous items
including protein bars, medical
kits, water purifiers and sanitary
pads to supplement the food
relief drive.

Project Updates

FOOD RELIEF DRIVE
DURING COVID-19

COVID RELIEF IN MUMBAI

Prior to the lockdown, OSCAR
teams conducted awareness
drives to promote public health
messages and information
on the precautions to be
taken and myths surrounding
COVID-19. This would not
have been possible without
the overwhelming support of
well wishers. We would like to
express our heartfelt gratitude
to everyone who contributed to
our relief efforts.

Cotton Green
3 families

Cuffe Parade
1986 families

30,000 KGS
DISTRIBUTED
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DATA ACCURATE AS OF 31-05-2020
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GIRLS TEAM WIN THE DANA CUP

22

girls but for their parents too. A
heartfelt dedication by captain
Priya to the women in her
community was the icing on the
cake. The victory in Denmark has
changed attitudes and has made
people in our intervention areas
more open to the possibility of
girls succeeding in life. We are
confident that these amazing
girls will be role models for the
generations to come.

In October 2019, the U-17
OSCAR UK School Tour team
experienced many new things,
from going to an airport to
boarding a plane for the first
time in their lives, from attending
biology and chemistry classes
to sharing their life experiences
at packed school assemblies,
from exploring the beautiful city
of London to meeting England
football legend Tony Adams.
This tour gave our deserving
boys an opportunity of a
lifetime to showcase their skills
and apply all the life-skills and

football knowledge they accrued
over the years.

Europe Calling

Our U-16 girls team
accomplished a remarkable feat
by winning the prestigious Dana
Cup trophy in Denmark. Dana
Cup is one of the largest football
tournaments in the world with
thousands of youth participating
from around the world. Our girls
from India managed to conquer
tough challenges, physically
exhausting encounters and won
against all the odds. This win was
not only an achievement for the

BOYS TEAM VISIT THE UK

Lucinda Sowerbutts, from
our team in the UK said, “The
OSCAR UK School Tours have
inspired thousands of young
people in India & the UK and
engaged many new supporters
and donors. Everyone wins,
what could be better?” We
are thankful to Lucinda and
the wonderful educational
institutes and sponsors for their
exceptional hospitality and
warm welcome.
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beneficiaries

children enrolled
in football
programme

47

children with
disabilities
enrolled

24

football for good
sessions
conducted

life-skills
delivered

118

children enrolled
in education
programme

3000

15

11

66

children in early
learning centre

scholarships
provided

parents meeting

children enrolled
for computer
education

30,000
kgs of food
relief distributed

05

staff are previous
beneficiaries

UNSDGs
addressed

172

20

exposure visits

40%

47

05

girls with
disabilities
enrolled

communities
impacted

cities

states

young
leaders trained

gender ratio

2466

boys
benefited
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80

30%

473

2142

girls
benefited

OSCAR Impact

907

3049

young leader
trainings

03

accreditations
awarded

2500
families
provided relief

5000
masks
distributed
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Manchester City Young Leader Training

Sophie, Countess of
Wessex visits OSCAR in
Mumbai

Micah Richards visits
Mumbai to support
OSCAR’s ‘football for
good’ initiatives

OSCAR U-16 girls team win
the Dana Cup tournament
in Denmark

OSCAR U-17 boys team
visits the UK for a
memorable schools tour

OSCAR SSE U-13 team
qualify for the all India
level of i-league
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Highlights

Ashok Rathod featured as
a changemaker in
‘Generation Share’,
written by Benita
Matofska

Imaio exeroviti rest, sin conseniendit quis arciiscia volupis dolorernatur sum explit
eos renda dellant qui aut aut
poreped maximus moluptaa

Imaio exeroviti rest, sin conseniendit quis arciiscia volupis dolorernatur sum explit
eos renda dellant qui aut aut
poreped maximus moluptaa

Generation Amazing
football turf opens for
over 2000 children in
Mumbai

Shraddha, Baburav and
Govind travel to Qatar to
attend the Football3
festival hosted by
Generation Amazing

Imaio exeroviti rest, sin conseniendit quis arciiscia volupis dolorernatur sum explit
eos renda dellant qui aut aut
poreped maximus moluptaa
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Residential Young Leader
training conducted with
the support of
FIFA Foundation

OSCAR’s senior girls team
qualify for Mumbai
District Football
Association league

150 parents attend
safeguarding sessions
during OSCAR’s Annual
Football event

800 pairs of shoes
distributed to children
in Karnataka with
the support of
‘Shoes to Share’

Facilitators from CREA
conduct a gender
sensitisation training
for OSCAR staff

30

Highlights

Expert coaches from
Manchester City
conduct football and lifeskills sessions for OSCAR
Young Leaders

Imaio exeroviti rest, sin conseniendit quis arciiscia volupis dolorernatur sum explit
eos renda dellant qui aut aut
poreped maximus moluptaa

OSCAR Young Leaders
Poonam and Kishan
graduate with diplomas in
sports management

Food distribution and
community awareness
drive conducted to
combat COVID-19

Imaio exeroviti rest, sin conseniendit quis arciiscia volupis dolorernatur sum explit
eos renda dellant qui aut aut
poreped maximus moluptaa
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- OSCAR Foundation
registered as a
charitable trust

2011

- OSCAR starts football
sessions for girls
- streetfootballworld
certifies OSCAR Foundation

2012

- First Young Leader
outreach programme
conducted in Bihar

2013

- OSCAR partners with FIFA
Foundation for football for
good programmes

2015

Milestones

2010

- OSCAR featured on
‘Aaj Ki Raat Hai Zindagi’
with Amitabh Bachchan

2016

- Prince William, Duke of
Cambridge and Catherine,
Duchess of Cambridge
visit OSCAR programmes

2017

- Common Goal
partnership begins with
Juan Mata’s visit to Mumbai
- UK schools tour conducted
for the first time

2018

- ‘Enabling Change’,
OSCAR’s disability inclusion
project launched with
Everton in the Community

2019

2014

- First Digital Learning
Centre inaugurated

32

- OSCAR girls lift the DANA
Cup in Denmark
- Xavi Hernandez lays
foundation stone for
GA pitch in Mumbai
33
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72 years of being free,
we are now in the 21st century!
But is our mind liberal enough?
Finding an answer is certainly tough.
Even today when we look around,
narrow minded people are found!
When we see the difference
between male and female,
as human beings, we fail.
Today, we have reached the moon,
this brain to us, is a boon!
So let's behave like a good human,
and know that man is not
greater than a woman.
Let's promise the world equality,
let's deliver justice to humanity,
and if one learns to understand
and respect all points of view,
then peace on Earth will surely be
the best thing to pursue!
But, it's up to you,
and YOU and YOU!

-  
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WORLD
PEACE
DAY EVENT

On the occassion of
World Peace Day 2019, we
took an initiative towards
inclusion of children with
disabilities in sport. More
than 300 children with
disabilities from Sol’s ARC,
Bombay Institution For
The Deaf and Mutes, and
Hellen Keller Institute for
Deaf and Deafblind joined
non-disabled children
from OSCAR programmes
for a festival of football to
celebrate peace and unity.
It was heartwarming to see
the integration among
children with disabilities
and non-disabled children.
35

Events

ANNUAL
CULTURAL
DAY

Annual Cultural Day at
OSCAR is a melting pot
for talent. Everyone from
children and youth, to the
parents and OSCAR staff
perform at this event.
Through drama, dance
and singing, we aim to
deliver key social
messages including
menstrual hygiene and
inclusion. It is also an
opportunity to reflect on
our achievements and
celebrate the acedemic
success of our children
and young leaders.

36

ANNUAL
FOOTBALL
DAY

Our Annual Football Day
isn’t just about football
but also a number of
educational and fun
activities. 1600 children
participated in a
number of interesting
games designed by our
coaches and young
leaders. The children
worked on their origami
and art skills and also
participated in zumba
workshops. This time,
parents and children were
also educated on the
importance of
safeguarding.
37

TESTIMONIALS
Madhuri
“ I used to be very disobedient
and wouldn’t listen to my
parents and my elders. However,
after I started participating at
OSCAR’s programmes, I realised
the importance of discipline and
good behaviour. Through OSCAR
life-skills sessions, I realised we
are influenced by a number of
negative things in our society. For
example, many people around
me litter and throw garbage on
the streets. They also use a lot
of plastic needlessly and do not
take efforts to recycle plastic
bags, bottles and other material.
Today, I encourage my friends
and their families to not throw
garbage on the street. I have also
made a lantern out of waste.”
• Madhuri (12) is a beneficiary in our
football and education programme
in Goregaon, Mumbai. Over a period
of two years since Madhuri joined
OSCAR’s programmes, there have
been significant improvements in her
academic performance and football
skills. Madhuri has consistently scored
A and A+ grades and tells us that her
favourite subject is English. She aspires
to be an actress when she grows up.

38

Testimonials

Priya
“I did not know how to operate
a computer before. At OSCAR,
we were slowly taught the
basics and then progressed to
intermediate and advanced
courses. Today, I am confident
while using a computer. I have
benefited a lot from OSCAR’s
education programme. I attend
OSCAR’s football training
and have had an opportunity
to develop my game and
implement what I was taught
by the coaches on the pitch.
The highlight of my time was
lifting the Dana Cup trophy in
Denmark. It was my first time out
of India and it was an incredible
experience. I feel very happy to
be associated with OSCAR and
hope to achieve more in the
future”
“Today,
I encourage my friends
and their families to not
throw garbage on the
street”

“The highlight of my time
was lifting the Dana Cup
trophy in Denmark”

• Priya (13) has excelled across OSCAR
programmes and led her team to
victory at the prestigious Dana Cup
tournament held in Denmark. She
dedicated the win to her mother Jyoti,
who has been extremely supportive of
our work and has helped enrol a
number of children into OSCAR
programmes.
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Pooja
“I have been with OSCAR for
7 years. I live with my parents
and two sisters, both of whom
are OSCAR beneficiaries
too. For me, attending my
first OSCAR football and lifeskills session when I was 11
was an introduction to a new
world. Sport had no role in the
society I was accustomed to.
Girls were used to household
chores and caring for younger
siblings. Shorts attracted harsh
judgement amongst neighbours
and elders. However, as my
interest in the sport grew, my
mother supported and shielded
me from voices of doubt and
40

I decided to become a Young
Leader to help implement what I
had learned on the ground.
Opportunities in sport and
education will help children
develop. I don’t want them today
to face the judgement and
criticism I faced for choosing to
kick a ball. I coach 40 girls in my
batch and provide life-skills
sessions mainly pertaining to
sexual and reproductive health.”
• Pooja (18) aspires to be a CA and

recently passed her 12th standard
exams. She has represented OSCAR
on an international platform twice. She
visited the UK for a football tour and
was a part of the Dana Cup winning
team in Denmark. Pooja believes her
visits abroad are symbolic. “Those who
discouraged us were cheering us when
we returned with the trophy (from
Denmark). For me, it is not about us and
them, through our achievements, we
will change how society perceives us”,
she told us with confidence.

Arjun
“As a child, I loved attending
football and life-skills sessions.
Our coaches always spoke about
hard work, punctuality, respect
and discipline. They also helped
us step out of our comfort zone.
Before, I wouldn’t leave my
community as I was very scared
of venturing out by myself in the
city. As my confidence grew, I
started travelling around the city.
It may seem like a small thing but
it made all the difference for me.
I also enrolled into the education
programme and started using
computers. I realised the
importance of applications like
Microsoft Office and started
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communicating via email. I also
completed a course in NIIT.
Going forward I know these skills
will help me succeed.

criticism. After a few years, I
enrolled into OSCAR’s education
programme. For the first time in
my life, I had an opportunity to
operate a computer. Through
computer activities as well
as counselling sessions with
my teachers, I realised that
education is important for my
development. Till then, I didn’t
bother about my education
much. I realised that there are
so many like me who take their
education for granted.

As I grew older, I decided I
wanted to give back to the
community and became an
OSCAR Young Leader. I enjoy the
little things. The children look
up to me and parents value my
role in the development of their
children. This gives me a sense
of responsibility and happiness.
When superstars like Juan
Mata, Micah Richards and Xavi
Hernandez visit, it reinforces my
belief that I am working for the
betterment of our community.
My parents were very sceptical
of the work I was doing before.
When they saw me working
during OSCAR’s Annual Cultural
Day event, their perspective
changed. So many people
came up to my parents and
appreciated the work I was
doing. My parents felt proud and
were amazed that I was working
to organise such a big event.”
• Arjun (21) is an OSCAR Young Leader

belonging to the Ambedkar Nagar
community in Mumbai. He lives with
his parents and two younger siblings.
His mother works in housekeeping at a
nearby building while his father works at
the docks.
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“Being part of OSCAR
Foundation has been an
amazing experience for our
whole family during our time
living in Mumbai”

“Parent of a player, English
tutor, volunteer, mentor, friend
- that’s how I’d like OSCAR
to think of me. Being part of
OSCAR Foundation has been
an amazing experience for our
whole family during our time
living in Mumbai. I am an
OSCAR volunteer helping with
English conversation classes
with players, young leaders and
coaches. But more than that, I
have felt welcomed into the
OSCAR Foundation family.
What little I have been doing has
given back more to me - hearing
the confidence in spoken
English emerge, sharing our
everyday life experiences and
hopefully making people feel
special - that’s what has given
me the most pleasure. My son
42
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Tinka
Volunteer

Alison
Volunteer

plays for the OSCAR SSE team
and loves the camaraderie that
the coaches foster. Giving our
time back is our pleasure. India,
and Mumbai in particular is like
being part of this crazy extended
family and finding connections
with people, realising we all
share more than what separates
us is what we love about this
experience. So as we all go
through our daily ups and downs
of life, I love to keep in mind: Mai
aap hoon (I am you)... so any of
the OSCAR family who see me
on the sidelines of an intense
match, drinking coffee in the
cafe below the OSCAR office,
or sitting alongside me in the
OSCAR classroom - please stop
and say hello (and please help
me practice my Hindi)”

“I was amazed to know that
OSCAR also conducts
football sessions for
children with disabilities”

“I volunteered with OSCAR
Foundation in January, 2020. It
was genuinely one of the most
fulfilling experiences of my life. It
gave me perspective about the
difficulties people face and the
incredible effort that the team
puts in to change lives for the
better. I was amazed to know
that OSCAR also conducts
football sessions for children
with disabilities. I created a
number of posters to promote
this project at the Mumbai
Marathon. One of my favourite
tasks was volunteering at the
‘early learning centre’ and
helping design activities for the
kids. I was surprised that many
of them could write English and
also sing nursery rhymes. I also
conducted a dance workshop

with children from the OSCAR
programmes across the city.
Whilst in office, I helped the
team with case studies and
other administrative work. I was
overwhelmed by the kindness
and generosity of the OSCAR
staff. Thank you to everyone at
OSCAR for making my time in
Mumbai memorable!”
• Tinka (19) is an OSCAR
Foundation international volunteer
from Cirencester, England. Before
coming to volunteer with OSCAR, Tinka
ran 80 kms along the banks of the river
Thames from Kemble to Oxford to
raise funds for OSCAR. She succeeded
in raising over £1700.
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Special Thanks to the

HELPING HANDS

Google

Mazagon Dock

Engagements

Team
‘Helping Hands’ is an initiative by our supporters Atul and
Anisha Gupta. Through this project, an amount is
crowdfunded by members of their society and is used to
organise fun activities for our children. The objective of
‘Helping Hands’ is to give underprivileged children an
opportunity to enjoy simple pleasures that are otherwise
unaffordable for them. Over 2019-20, children visited Essel World,
Imagica, Kidzania and also watched films with strong social
messages in cinemas.
Thank you to the stellar husband-wife team of Atul and Anisha
Gupta for supporting our children through these wonderful outings.
‘Helping Hands’ continues to create beautiful memories that
will be cherished for a lifetime.

DBS Bank

TATA AIA

The Consulate
General of the
State of Qatar
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Core Partners

Network Partners
Partners

KARL-JOHAN
PERSSON

We would like to thank all our partners for their
support in 2019-20. Your financial assistance and
technical expertise across various fields is crucial to the
growth of the organisation. To all our individual donors
and well wishers throughout the world, we are eternally
grateful for your contribution. Our children get an
opportunity to experience a better world as you open
your hearts. OSCAR Foundation is stronger with you and
will scale greater heights with your support.

PAUL
GRAHAM

RUKMANI

SOCIAL WELFARE TRUST
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All partners in alphabetical order

All partners in alphabetical order
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OSCAR FINANCIALS
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Financials

AUDITOR’S REPORT & BALANCE SHEET
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OSCAR FINANCIALS

Individual
17.7%

Other Income
3.8%

INCOME
Trust & Foundations
37.9%

Company & Firm
Trust & Foundation
Individual
Other Income
Grand Total

1,79,89,364
1,68,32,393
78,72,235
16,88,911
4,43,82,903

Company & Firm
40.5%

EXPENDITURE

Admin
9.5%

Education
16.2%

Young Leader
11.1%

Football
63.3%

Football
Young Leader
Education
Admin
Grand Total

2,53,99,548
44,36,498
64,99,927
37,92,357
4,01,28,330

OSCAR IN
MEDIA
50
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TRUSTEES & ADVISORS
Deepa Nair
TRUSTEE

Krishnan SKK
ADVISOR

Rajmohan Amonkar
ADVISOR

Anil Rathod
TRUSTEE

Rajee Bhattacharyya
ADVISOR

Rahul Aggrawal
ADVISOR

Ashok Rathod
FOUNDER - TRUSTEE

Mary Ellen Matsui
ADVISOR

Kunal Aggrawal
ADVISOR

Stuart Christie
CO-FOUNDER

Vikas Vij
ADVISOR

Dr. Shefalika Narain
ADVISOR

Aditi Kotak
ADVISOR

Tarana Lalwani
ADVISOR

Kalyani Patnaik
ADVISOR

Pramod Rangarajan
ADVISOR

OSCAR Foundation is a registered charity in India under the
Maharashtra Public Trust Act, 1950 (Reg No. E27420) and can accept
international donations under Foreign Contribution Regulation Act
(FCRA No. 083781502). Donations made to OSCAR Foundation are
exempted under section 80G of India’s Income Tax laws.
For CSR opportunities, please get in touch with
elsa.v@oscar-foundation.org
Telephone: 24691410 | Email: info@oscar-foundation.org
Website: www.oscar-foundation.org
Follow us on:
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/theoscarfoundation

/oscar-foundation

@OSCAR_fdn

@oscar_foundation
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OSCAR FOUNDATION
OFFICE NO. 104, 1ST FLOOR, VARMA CHAMBER, 11 HOMJI
STREET, NEAR HORNIMAN CIRCLE, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
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